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Abstract 
This paper introduces the concept of n-dimensional line digraphs as a generalization of 
iterated line digraphs (the l-dimensional case). Results are obtained on their structure, strong 
connectedness. and diameter. 
1. Terminology and notation 
Let D be a digraph (directed graph), which may have multiple arcs and loops. V(D) 
and d(D) denote the vertex set and arc family, respectively. A diwalk of D from vertex 
u to u is a sequence of vertices u=ao,ul,..., U,=U such that (ai,ai+ l)~d(D) for 
i=O, 1, . . . , I - 1. If for any u, UE V(D) there are diwalks from u to u and from u to u in D, 
we say that D is strongly connected. The so-called mth iterated line digraph of D is 
defined as follows: the vertex set consists of m-tuples (aI, a2, . . . , a,) where UiE V(D) 
(i= 1,2, . . . , m) and al,a2, . . . ,a, is a diwalk of D; for two such m-tuples (aI, a2, . . . ,a,) 
and (bl,b2,..., b,), there is an arc from the former to the latter if and only if 
(a 2, ..* ,%J=@1,*** > b,_ 1). The mth iterated line digraph is denoted by L”(D). Clearly, 
Lm(D)=L(Lmel(D)). Every iterated line digraph is called a l-dimensional line 
digraph. 
Note that the above definition for L”(D) is somewhat different from that of 
Hemminger and Beineke [2]. Here, L”(D) is actually L”-‘(D) from [2]. This is done 
only for consistency with the following concept of an n-dimensional line digraph. In 
what follows, one can understand this paper better by taking 2- and 3-dimensional 
cases as examples. 
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Definition 1.1. Given a digraph D, an n-dimensional line digraph of D of type 
m, x m2 x ... x m, is defined as follows: The vertices are the m-dimensional matrices 
A=(aili2,.,in)m,xm2x ... xm.2 
with the property that the entries are vertices of D and satisfy the condition that fixing 
any n-l indices, say ir ,..., ik_r,ik+r ,..., i,, we obtain a diwalk ail,,,ir_lli*+l,,,i., 
a. r,...it_,2it+,...in7...) ai1 ...ik_lmkik+l . ..i of D. For two such n-dimensional matrices A and I 
B, there is an arc from A to B if there is some k (19 k < n) such that the submatrix of 
A consisting of the elements whose kth index is not 1 equals the submatrix of 
B consisting of the elements whose kth index is not mk. If there are t such k’s, the 
multiplicity of the arc will be t. The n-dimensional line digraph of D of type 
m, x m2 x ... x m, is denoted by Lm1xm2x"'xmn (D). If there is no confusion, in the 
following we shall omit to specify its type and simply call L"' xm2x .'."mn(D) an 
n-dimensional line digraph of D. Furthermore, we use [m] to denote 
mlxm2x...xm,. 
Remark. The definition can be explained as follows. If we write an n-dimensional 
matrix A in block form by letting Ay’=(a. ~,...ili_l~i~+l.,.i,)m,x~~~xm,_,xm,+,x~~~xm. for 
j=1,2 > ... 3 mk and A=(AT’,AT),..., A$)), then (A,B)E~(L[~](D)) if there is 
a k (ldkbn) such that (A’,), . . . . A::)=(@, . . . ,B$,). 
Obviously, the arc family of L["](D) can be partitioned into n classes 
E,(D)={(A,B)E~(L["~(D))I the submatrix of A consisting of the elements whose kth 
index is not 1 equals the submatrix of B consisting of the elements whose kth index is 
not mk (k=1,2,..., n)}. We call an element of E,(D) a kth dimensional arc. 
Note that L["](D) may have multiple arcs and loops. An arc (A, B)E~):= 1 E,(D) iff 
(A, B) is an n-multiple arc, and L["](D) has a loop if and only if D has a loop. We will 
use d(D) to denote the subgraph induced by the intersection fif=1E,(D). 
If ml = m, m2 = . .. = m, = 1, we obtain the ordinary iterated line digraph L"(D) by 
letting E,(D)= ... = E,(D) = 8. In general, we may assume each mk B 2 since otherwise 
an n-dimensional line digraph can be reduced to one of lower dimension. 
2. Introduction 
The initial motivation for introducing this concept was de Bruijn-Good graphs, 
which have applications in many contexts, such as computer science, coding theory 
and the design of various networks [l]. A k-ary de Bruijn-Good graph of order m is 
the mth iterated line digraph of the complete digraph with k vertices [6]. We call these 
graphs l-dimensional de Bruijn-Good graphs. Recently, 2-dimensional de 
Bruijn-Good graphs have appeared, see [4,5]. We observed that they are actually the 
2-dimensional line digraphs of the complete digraphs. In [3], we showed that there is 
a natural isomorphism from the set of mappings of sets M into N onto the set of 
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so-called arc-preserving homomorphisms of the n-dimensional de Bruijn-Good graph 
of the complete digraph on vertex set M into that of the complete digraph on vertex 
set N. Actually we obtained a more general result on homomorphisms of n-dimen- 
sional line digraphs. In what follows, we only focus on discussing some pure graph 
theoretical properties of n-dimensional line digraphs. The following problems are 
considered. 
(1) Determine the digraphs D for which E,(D)=E,(D)=...=E,(D). 
(2) Determine the digraphs D for which Lt’“](O) is strongly connected. 
(3) Find a sharp upper bound for the diameter of Lt”](D). We also discuss the limit 
behavior of Lt”] (D). 
3. The suhgraph b(D) 
It is easy to see that if D contains a directed cycle, then 6(0)#0 for any type of 
n-dimensional line digraph of D. For simplicity, in the following we assume that D is 
a digraph with all in- and out-degrees positive. 
Lemma 3.1. The vertices of&(D) are the circulant matrices of type [ml. Here, circulant 
matrices means thatfor two groups of indices iliz . . . i, andjl j, . ..j., lffC;=lik=C;=ljkr 
we have aili .,. i. = ajj2 . ..j.. 
Proof. For n = 1, our conclusion is clearly true. When n = 2, let (A, B) be an arc of a(D). 
If we let 
then by (A, B)EE~(D) we have 
r 
a21 a22 a23 ... azrn2 
a31 a32 a33 .‘. a3m2 
B= ; ; ; 
amI1 am,2 amI3 ..f %m2 
a,,+11 am,+12 am,+13 ... 4 ami+lm2 mlxml 
On the other hand, by (A, @E,?,(D) we have that the submatrix of A consisting of 
the last m2 - 1 columns is equal to the submatrix of B consisting of the first m2 - 1 
columns. Now, comparing the elements of the two submatrices in corresponding 
positions, we obtain that al2 =a21, a13=a22=a31, al,=a23=a32=a41, . . ..amlm2= 
a,, + Im2 _ 1. Thus, both A and B are circulant matrices. 
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When n 2 3, for any iliz . . . i,, we fix any n-2 of them and let the other two, say ik 
and i,, run over (1,2, . . . ,mk> and { 1,2, . . . , m,}. Then, we obtain a 2-dimensional 
matrix. By the arguments for n = 2, we know that for iliz . . . i, and j, j, . . . j, if 
ik+ir=jk+jr and it=j, for t fk or r, then ai,i 2... i,=aj,jl,,,j,. 
Now, for any iliz . . . i, and j,j, . ..j. with C~=lik=C~=Ijk, suppose ik=jk for 
k<s- 1 and i,#j,. Then C:=,i,=C~=,j,. Without loss ofgenerality, let iS>jS. Then, we 
can find an i, with r > s such that a. r~...i,_,i.-_li,+,...i,_~i,+li,+,...i, =ail...&...i ,__. i: 
By induction on i,-j, first and then on S, we can eventually get aili _,, i,=Ujljl ,,,j”. 
Hence, A and B are n-dimensional circulant matrices. 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that if (A, B) is an arc of Lt”](D) and A and B are 
circulants, then (A, B)E~:+ E,(D). Our proof is now complete. 0 
For a digraph D, let nD be obtained from D by taking n copies of each arc. In the 
following, we always let 
N= f mk-n. 
k=l 
Theorem 3.2. The subgraph b(D) is isomorphic to nLN+‘(D). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, the vertices of b(D) are n-dimensional circulant matrices. First, 
let A be a vertex of b(D) and for any element aili ,,,i. of A, let a,=ai1i2,,,i., where 
C~=,i,=n+tandt=0,1,2 ,..., N. Then, we construct a mapf from b(D) to nL”+ l(D) 
as follows: for each AE V(b(D)), f(A)=&,,q, . . . ,aN). It iS not difficult to verify that 
f is an isomorphism of b(D) onto nLN+‘(D). 0 
If all Et(D) are isomorphic, we call D dimension-uniform. 
Corollary 3.3. Zf D is a dimension-uniform, then Lrml(D) is isomorphic to nLNf ‘(D), or 
Lrml(D)rnLN+l(D). 
Corollary 3.4. (i) L[“](D) is a null graph for sufficiently large N $0 has no directed 
cycles. 
(ii) limN_, m 1 V(Lrml(D)) 1 =co iffD has two directed cycles joined by a diwalk (possibly 
of length 0). 
Proof. (i) is obviously true. For (ii), it is easy to see that the subgraph D’ of D consist- 
ing of the two directed cycles and the joining diwalk does not contain sources, sinks or 
isolated vertices. By Theorem 3.2 we know that L[“](D’) has a subgraph isomorphic to 
nLN+‘(D’). Theorem 9.1 of Cl] tells us that if D’ satisfies the condition, then 
lim IV(nLN+‘(D’))I = lim IV(LN+l(D’))I=~ 
N+CC II-WC 
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Fig. I. 
and therefore the order of L[“‘](D) can get arbitrarily large. If D has no directed cycles 
but without a diwalk joining any two of them, one easily sees that the order of Lt”](D) 
cannot get arbitrarily large. 0 
Theorem 3.5. A &graph D is dimension-uniform if and only if D has none of the six 
digraphs in Fig. 1 as a subgraph. 
Proof. For any AE V(Lrm](D)), A is not an n-dimensional circulant matrix if and only if 
there are some iliz . . . i, and j, j, . ..j.suchthatC~=,i,=C~=ljkbutai,i,...i,#aj,j,...j.. 
This is true if and only if there are some ik, i, and j,, j, such that ik =j, - 1, i, =j, + 1, 
it=j, for t#k or r but ai,i2,..i.#ajljl..,j,. This is true if and only if A has a submatrix 
with order 2 as follows 
[ 
ai,i,- 1 a+, 
ajkir a&jr+ 1 I> 
where we omit other indices of the four elements. Note that ik =j, - 1 and i, =j, + 1. 
Since D has all in- and out-degrees positive, A has such a submatrix with order 2 if and 
only if D has vertices u, u, w, x, not necessarily distinct such that u+v, u+w, v-+x, 
w +x. Since we only require ai,{, #ajr j,, for all possible cases of ai,i,_ 1 and ajhj,+ 1. 
A has such a submatrix if and only if D has none of the six digraphs in Fig. 1 as 
a subgraph. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.2, E,(D)=E,(D)= ..+ =,5,(D) if and only if any vertex of 
L[“](D) is an n-dimensional circulant matrix. This is true if and only if D has none of 
the six digraphs in Fig. 1 as a subgraph. The proof is complete. 0 
From this theorem we can see that there are very many digraphs D such that L[“](D) 
is isomorphic to nLN+‘(D). 
Corollary 3.6. L[“‘](D) is isomorphic to ne if and only if D is the cycle e. 
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Proof. If D is a cycle 6, then D has none of the six digraphs in Fig. 1 as_a subgraph. 
Thus Lrml(D)gnLN+l(D). Theorem 7.1 of [2] tells us that LN+l(D)gC (note that 
L’(D) = D). Thus L[“‘(D) g k. 
Conversely, if L[“](D)gn?, then E,(D)=E,(D)= ... =E,(D) since an arc of L[“](D) is 
n-multiple if and only if the arc belongs to b(D). Therefore, we have 
L[ml(D)~nLN+‘(D) and LN+l(D)z ?. Again, Theorem 7.1 of [2] tells us that Dgc. 
4. Strong connectedness and an upper bound for the diameter 
Theorem 4.1. LI”](D) is strongly connected if and only if D is strongly connected. 
Proof. Suppose L[“‘(D) is strongly connected. Then, for any vertices u and U, since 
every vertex of D has in- and out-arcs, there are diwalks of length N from u and u: 
U=aO,al,az )...) aN and v=b0,bI,b2 ,..., bN. 
Let A =(aiii, __, &,I b esuchthatifCj:=,ik=n+t,thenai,i *,.. in=aa,fort=O,l ,..., N. 
Similarly, let B =(bi,i2 _,_ i”)rml b e such that if C;=lik=n+t, then bi,i,..,i”=br for 
t=O, 1, . . . ,N. Since A BsV(L[“](D)) 
a diwalk of L[“](D) from A to B: 
and L[‘“](D) is strongly connected, there is 
A = A(1) A(2), . . . ) A(q) = B. 
Then, along the diwalks in A(‘),A(‘), . . . , and Atq) we can find a diwalk of D from 
u to v. 
Conversely, let D be a strongly connected digraph of diameter d. We want to prove 
that for any A, B in L[“](D), A can reach B in at most d + N steps. 
Let A=(ai,il...i.)tm~ and B=(bilil...in tml ) . First, for o~V(D) and X =(Xi,il ,_, i.)tm] we 
define an operator 7’,(X)= Y=(Yilil ,,, i,)tm] such that 
i 
Yl 1...1=4 
Yi ,... i,_,~l...1=Xi,...i,_,i,-~l...1~ for k>l and ik>l. 
Since am,,,,, .., ,,,. and bl 1 ,., 1 E V(D) and the diameter of D is d, we can find a diwalk of 
D from amlm, _._ m. tob,l,..lwithatmostdarcs:u,=a,l,~,,,,”,u,_, ,..., ul,uO=bll,,,l. 
Let U*+j=am,-jm *,,. mn for j=l,2 ,..., -’ ml-l. It is not difficult to see that 
B(d+ml-I)= TUd+,,,-1 . . . TV,(B), TUd+,,,,_z... Tut(B), . . . , Tv2Tvl(B), TV,(B), 
B forms a diwalk ofD). Note that the submatrix of B(d +m,- 1) consisting of 
those elements with indices iI = 1,2, . . . , ml and i2 = 1 , . . . , i, = 1 is equal to the submat- 
rix of A consisting of those elements with indices iI = 1,2, . . . , m, and 
i2=m2, . . . . i, = m,. This means that B(d + ml - 1) has a l-dimensional face in common 
with A if we regard an n-dimensional matrix as an n-box. 
Secondly, we use the common l-dimensional face as a starting point to obtain 
a diwalk, and the first vertex on this diwalk has a 2-dimensional face in common with 
A. 
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For ti2~P’(Lm1(D)) and X=(x;,i* ,,,i,)t,,,, we define an operator Tv2(X)= Y= 
(yili,...i.)tm] such that 
(Yi, 1 __. l)m, =u2> 
Yi ,... it_,,it,~...l=~i,...it~,,it_l,~...l, for k32 and h>l. - 
Now. we take 
v2=v1=(ai,,,,,,,...,“),,, 
v$ =(a. l,,rn,-2,m,...m. m,, 1 
2 
urn, - I - ai,, i ( _,m . ..% 1 ml 
one by one. It is not difficult to see that the sequence B(d + m2 +mr -2) 
= TV& . . . Tv;(B(d+ml-1)) TV&... Tv:(B(d+ml-1)), . . . , Tu:Tu:(B(d+ml-l)), 
Tuf(B(d+ml -l)), B(d+mi - l), . . . , B is a diwalk of Lt”](D). Moreover, the submatrix 
of B(d +m, +m, -2) consisting of those elements with indices ii = 1,2,. . . , ml, 
i,=l,2,..., m2 and i3=l,..., in= 1 is equal to the submatrix of A consisting of those 
elements with indices i,=1,2 ,..., ml, i2=1,2 ,..., rn2 and i3=m3 ,..., in=mn. This 
means that B(d +m2 +mI -2) has a 2-dimensional face in common with A. 
We use induction on the dimension of the common face. Suppose that we have 
constructed a diwalk of Ltml(D) from B(d+C;=,mj-s) to B, and the submatrix of 
B(d+Cj=rmj-s) consisting of those elements with indices iI = 1,2, . ,m,, . . . , 
i,=l,2 ,..., m,andi,+i=l,..., i, = 1 is equal to the submatrix of A consisting of those 
elements with indices ii=1,2 ,..., m, ,..., i,=1,2 ,..., m, and is+l=ms+l ,..., i,,=m,,. 
For s + 1, we also define an operator as follows: for us+ ‘E V(L”‘l xma’.’ ““a(D)) and X as 
the above, Tv’+l(X)= Y is such that 
i 
(Yil...i,1...I)m,xm2x~~~xm,=vSf1~ 
Yi,...i,~,~,l...l~xi,...~~~,i~-ll...l~ for kas+l and i,>l. 
Now, we take ~~+~=@~=(ai ,... ~,,m,+,-l,m,+,...m.)m,x...xm,~ 
VSZ+1=(ai,...i,,~,+,-2,~,+,...~.)m,~...~m,~ 
s+ 1 
%+*- 1 =(ai ,... i,.I,m,+~...m. 1 m,x’~‘xm, 
one by one. It is not difficult to see that the sequence 
S+l 
B d+ =Tv;:+‘~_~ . . . TV:+’ (B(d+~lmjps))~ 
Tv;;+‘,_~ .. . TV;+’ (B(d+ilmj-rj), 
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B 
is a diwalk of Lt’“l(D). Moreover, the submatrix of B(d + 1;; : mj - (s + 1)) consisting of 
thoseelementswithindicesi,=1,2 ,..., ml ,..., i,+r=1,2 ,..., m,+landiS+,=l ,..., i, 
= 1 is equal to the submatrix of A consisting of those elements with indices 
iI=1,2 ,..., m, ,..., iS+l- , ,..., m,+I and iS+2=mS+2 ,..., i,,=m,,. This means that -12 
B(d +CjZ : mj-(s + 1)) has an (s + 1)-dimensional face in common with A. 
When s runs through {0,1,2, . . . , n- l}, we can obtain a diwalk of Ltml(D) from 
B(d + I?= 1 ml-n) to B, and the former matrix has an n-dimensional face in common 
with A, i.e. B(d + xi”= 1 mj - n) = A. The length of the diwalk is at most d + ‘j$= r mj - n 
=d+N. Our proof is now complete. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let D be a strongly connected digraph of diameter d. 
L[“](D) is at most d+N. Furthermore, $0 is dimension-uniform, 
L[“‘](D) is 
i 
d for D a cycle, 
d + N otherwise. 
Proof. The proof of the first part follows directly from the last 
Theorem 4.1. 
The proof of the second part follows from Corollary 3.3 
of [2]. 0 
Then the diameter of 
then the diameter of 
part of the proof of 
and Theorem 10.2 
Hence, by Theorem 3.5, there are many digraphs D such that the diameter of L[“‘(D) 
attains the upper bound, so it is sharp. 
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